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360 000
75 896
69 310
56 623
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1 038
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134
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People educated about women’s cancers
since the launch of the Taking Action
against Cancer project

Free meals served to street youths over the
past 3 years

Treated mosquito nets handed out over
the course of the past 8 years

Women screened since the launch of the
Pink October campaign

Purple and pink ribbons knitted by the
residents of the Maison d’Alice

Mobility devices distributed since 2010

Minors in the Libreville Central Prison
schooled since 2011

Cancer patients welcome in the Maison
d’Alice since its opening

Cancer patients accompanied through
home care since the creation of The
Mobile Palliative Care Team in September
2017

Young girls and boys benefitting from the
Ozavino program.
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A word from the President
A

s 2018 dawned we shared with you the vision that
was to carry us throughout the year and could be
summed up thus; inclusive education.
We have, of course, pursued our goal to attain a
supportive, cohesive society with ever-renewed vigour
through our various Initiatives and experienced some
powerful moments such as the commemoration of
International Widows Day, which allowed us to take stock
of the advances made thought it, on a legislative, social
and anthropological level, since its inauguration in 2011.
We have taken the time to go into the geriatric and
gerontology centres to meet our elders, often deserted by
their families, to improve their living conditions and give
them, though our presence, the quality of an open ear
and exchanges, the human warmth they so require.
We have cheered the creation, within the Gabon
Marathon, of the “Pink Village”, that was born from
our wish to extend awareness and offer free accessible
screening to women who have come in ever greater
numbers to “La Gabonaise”, the militant racing event to
fight women’s cancers.
However, more than ever before we have strived to go
towards our youth, especially those who feel forgotten or
marginalised, to promote, beyond differences, peaceful
and cohesive coexistence.
We believe that every child has the right to quality
education and a safe environment and we have chosen
to invest in them and promote the twin notions of equity
and equal opportunities.
This approach of diversity meant that everyone should
be able to express their personality, their talents, their
ideas, and so to take an active part in the building of our
community and our future.
“Though I differ from you, far from diminishing you I
add to you” said Antoine de Saint Exupéry, thus showing
that a society that has a positive perception of difference
is rife with potential.

And when you give, you receive
In the straightforwardness of our encounters, in our
heart to hearts, in all the little things that may appear
insignificant to some, our lives have been considerably
enriched…
Enriched by the solidarity that has spurred our civic
days dedicated to sanitation and food in state schools.
Our goal in this case was to offer the children a place
to interact and learn that fostered their achievements.
But reality has gone beyond our wildest hopes…
And it is with deep emotion that we have seen, in
these school communities located in under-integrated
neighbourhoods, preys to vandalism and rejection, a
feeling of pride and self worth.
Enriched by the infectious joy of the children of the
Ecole Nationale pour Enfants Déficients Auditifs
(National School for Hearing Impaired Children), by
their smiles and their wonderfully expressive gaze.
Seeing them as they moved on the stage with a troupe
of professional dancers, helping them break through the
wall of silence that kept them isolated by fitting them
with hearing aids was a moment of great delight.
Strengthened by the courage of Ericia, a young resident
of the Maison d’Alice, who lost her leg to cancer. Thanks
to her first prosthetic leg she can now walk, play, come
and go freely, like all the other children, and dream
of a future where she no longer suffers from physical
hindrances.
All these victories have been won with you and thanks
to you. You have, in all the diverse forms of support you
have provided us, given life to the leitmotiv that underlies
all our days: “Together we are stronger!”
Of course, we still have far to go but our determination
and our motivation have never been stronger and we
know we can keep counting on you…
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Governance
The Sylvia Bongo Ondimba
Foundation for the Family relies on a
values-based management approach.
It favours solidarity, creativity and
innovation and is shaped around
a common culture geared towards
public interest.
Our mission is to encourage
all Gabonese to become true
development partners and the first
actors of their own success, so
that all can benefit from these new
opportunities.

Our field of action is the entire
population of Gabon, especially its
most vulnerable elements, so that all
causes are heeded and heard.
Our strength lays in our expertise in
the matters at hand, our knowledge
of Gabon and our ability to mobilize
and gather national and international
expertise to encourage and promote
the best initiatives within a process of
accountability.

Values
Honesty and Integrity

Complementarity

We operate in a professional
environment based on trust and
tolerance and we act with energy
and objectivity for the benefit of the
majority.

Our actions are designed to
complement those of public
authorities. We work in collaboration
with the authorities, as well as with
organizations and companies that
abide by our principles.

Solidarity

We build capacity for individuals and
communities to act together so that
together we can find lasting solutions
to their problems.

Family

are geared towards
strengthening family values in all
their dimensions..
Professionalism

We strive to promote an inspiring
and stimulating team spirit, where
everyone is able to work effectively
and thrive through tangible actions
for the benefit of all.

We believe in what constitutes the
bedrock of our society and the heart
of the Gabonese Nation: our families
and our communities. Our actions

Missions
Raise awareness of themes

neglected by the general public by
speaking on behalf of those who
cannot make themselves heard.

Galvanise economic and political

operators by enabling them to engage
in an active approach, at national,
regional and international levels.

Take action through the

implementation of tangible projects
adhering closely to the needs
expressed by the people.

Innovate by offering creative and

sustainable solutions focused on
excellence.

Governance,Values and Missions
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Initiatives for Women

We want to promote the role of women within their
families, and give them a leading role at the heart of our
communities, by promoting their access to healthcare to
fight against the most common non-communicable and
communicable diseases.

Initiatives for Youth

We want to support, educate, guide and stimulate young
people in school and university environments to give
them a better understanding of the professional world.
We also want to encourage them to take responsibility
so that they can prepare their future in the best possible
conditions.

Initiatives for Solidarity

We want to assist vulnerable people by helping them find
their place in society and by associating them with the
socio-economic development of the country.

Support to the community

We want to contribute to access to healthcare and health
for populations by providing them with key devices for
common and utilitarian use. Along the same lines, we
want to bring our expertise and assistance to NGOs who
work in the field of solidarity through calls for proposals.

Our Fields of Action
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40 000
Over 40 000 women informed during
Pink October throughout the country.

Pink October

With its core “Do it for your loved ones” message, the 5th edition of the
“Pink October” campaign, launched in Gabon in 2013 by the Sylvia Bongo
Ondimba Foundation, was an opportunity to bolster its awareness, prevention
and detection initiatives throughout the country and to shore up the progress
already made in the fight against women’s cancers. Thanks to the financial
and material support provided by our Foundation, more than 40 000 people
have been informed and educated through proximity actions, and 10 000
women have been offered a screening in the various centres disseminated
throughout the land.
These initiatives benefitting the general public and led by the Ministry of
Health, were reinforced by the panafrican communication campaign led by
the Foundation and by its determination to work in closer collaboration with
local private entities during this edition.
For instance, the establishment of three screening units at the Akanda
Army Training Hospital (HIAA) and the Libreville Cancer Institute by the
Foundation enabled female business staff to undergo screening.
In total, 1 157 screened women were able to benefit from appropriate time
slots and approximately 40 000 people informed and educated were added to
the balance sheet of the Ministry of Health, thus making this 2018 campaign
a success.
Beyond the figures, we are overjoyed to see so many community stakeholders
and associations joining in. This enthusiasm shows that the fight against
female cancers is felt more and more like a subject of concern to all and that
there is a deep desire to see the number of victims of this disease decrease
considerably in our country.
1
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“Pink Village (Village Rose) by FSBO”: a successful first edition!

185
Women screened during the village’s two
days of existence

12
Suspected cases forwarded to the
Libreville Cancer Institute for
monitoring.

In order to make more women aware of the need to get screened, the SBO
Foundation wanted to take advantage of the emblematic «La Gabonaise»
race to launch the first edition of the Pink Village. Thus, during the Marathon
weekend, women along with their loved ones were able to discover the world
of the FSBO, its flagship projects and receive more information regarding
screening for women’s cancers.
A bustling meeting ground for all, the Pink Village was designed to offer
Marathon participants and the public a space dedicated to counselling,
testing and wellbeing. The presence of specialists such as a psychologist or a
nutritionist made it possible to provide answers to the various questions visitors
had about cancer while raising awareness about best practices and behaviours
to avoid.
In addition, with the establishment of a mobile unit in collaboration with
military healthcare professionals, 185 women were screened during the two
days that the village was active, and 12 suspected cases were forwarded to the
Libreville Cancer Institute for monitoring.
With solidarity at the heart of the values of our Foundation, volunteers from
various associations contributed to activities of an aesthetic nature such as
manicures, massages, make-up or braiding, all in aid of providing financial
assistance to residents of la Maison d’Alice who, physically weakened by the
disease, are very often in a situation of economic distress.
Building on the success of this first edition, the FSBO intends to make this
Pink Village an integral part of the Gabon Marathon and other major events
in the country.

1
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1: View of the Pink Village
nails workshop
2. Crowd of women in front
of the Foundation’s Pink
Village
3. The mobile unit of the
Foundation was also present
2018 Highlights
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5 800
Women took part in la Gabonaise

La Gabonaise: growing mobilization and success

This militant race for the fight against women’s cancers took place on
December 1, 2018 in Libreville, with record numbers for yet another year.
Anxious to show their commitment and support to those affected by these
diseases, nearly 5 800 took part in this race, an unprecedented event on the
continent. All along these 5km, our sporty activists didn’t hold back in order to
make their voices heard throughout the world on the importance of the battle
fought by too many women still.
This year, with sprint world champion Christine Arron as its sponsor, the
new edition raised funds for the Foundation’s «Taking action against cancer»
program whilst sending a strong message of solidarity to the victims of this
disease.
The main attraction of the Gabon Marathon and the most popular race for
women, «La Gabonaise» is enjoying growing success.
As a beacon in the fight against women’s cancers in Gabon and on the
continent, this solidarity sporting event promises to grow in size over the years
and aims to be an example for other countries.
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+400
More than 400 spoliation cases recorded
between 2014 and 2015

1: Once again this year,
women have come in large
numbers to take part in la
Gabonaise

Conference-debate on the situation of widows in Gabon

The result of a plea by the First Lady of Gabon, International Widows Day
(IWD) is celebrated by the international community on June 23 of each year.
Despite the efforts made, more than 400 cases of spoliation were recorded
between 2014 and 2015 by the services of the Ministry in charge of social
welfare, to which must be added all the silent victims.
Thus, seven years after the adoption of this day and a positive evolution
of the legislative framework for the protection of widows and orphans, the
Sylvia Bongo Ondimba Foundation for the Family wished to take stock of
the actions carried out and define avenues to be explored in order to improve
the condition of these women. Our Foundation and its President wished to
raise awareness about the problems still faced by surviving spouses despite
significant progress, and to reopen the debate on ways and means to overcome
the obstacles still in existence.

2. View of the panellists at
the conference-debate on
the situation of widows in
Gabon

2
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With a theme focused on «The situation of widows in Gabon: assessment
and prospects», the conference-debate organized on June 20, 2018 in the
auditorium of the International Green Ribbon School brought together two
groups of panellists. These experts took part in exchanges and informed the
audience about the main obstacles faced by widows, namely, the prevalence of
customary law over judicial law and the non-application or the ignorance of
laws by widows and families.
The culmination of an awareness campaign run in the field alongside this
conference-debate was an opportunity to challenge the audience on the
individual and collective role in the implementation of effective policies,
reflecting the ambition of Gabon and its actors to build a society anxious to
protect all its members.
1

“Each of you represents a force of this nation. You are a voice that
counts, a voice that can make a difference. Let us dare to emerge
from the shadows to drive a real change of mindset”
Sylvia Bongo Ondimba,
President of the Sylvia Bongo Ondimba Foundation for the Family.
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Awareness Day at Omar Bongo University

On average, 500 widow and orphan spoliation cases are filed every year, as
well as the undeclared cases linked to fear, shame or lack of information.
These women are also victims of all forms of violence, stigmatization and
discrimination, thereby placed in a state of vulnerability and distress that
generates, amongst other things, enormous difficulties in the management of
the family.
So as to shed light on this situation that affects widows in Gabon and give
back their dignity to women already hard hit by the loss of their spouse, the
Sylvia Bongo Ondimba Foundation has organised a day of awareness and
information in partnership with the UNESCO Chair, the Language, Culture
and Cognition Laboratory (LCC) and the Omar Bongo University on the
university campus on June 22, 2018.

1: The President of the
Foundation surrounded by
widowed women

The goal: to prevent the spoliation of widows by promoting greater
involvement for the whole population and shifting the paradigm. This action
comes as a follow-up to the conference-debate organized by the FSBO and
bolsters the commitment of its President to carry the cause of this silent
majority.

2. Awareness Day for
Students at Omar Bongo
University
2018 Highlights
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Participation of hearing impaired children in the August 17 show

As Gabon celebrated the 58th anniversary of its independence, a dance
performance took place on August 17, 2018 at the Presidency of the Republic,
in the presence of the presidential couple and other prestigious guests.
This production, showcasing Gabonese culture and its history, featured
distinguished artists emeritus alongside hearing impaired youths. A fruit of
many hours of training and rehearsals, this show leaves its mark on the minds
of the audience and actors of this magnificent celebration.
Among the budding dancers, fifteen students from the National School for
Hearing Impaired Children (ENEDA) were able to demonstrate the full extent
of their talent and forget, for a moment, their disability. This show reminded
everyone of the importance of an inclusive society, concerned with all its
members and especially the most fragile.
It was also an opportunity for the President of the Foundation to reaffirm its
commitment to the ENEDA through a hearing aid project for these young
people, in order to promote their welfare and the expression of their full
potential.

1
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+20 000
More than 20 000 students were able
to start the school year in a healthy
environment conducive to personal
growth.

Citizens’ Days of the FSBO

Established by the Gabonese authorities in 2010, Citizens’ Days are an
extension of our activities in support of the community. As such, the
Foundation has chosen to work to improve students’ learning conditions and
to improve their living environment.
Between renovations, sanitation and other major structural work, the various
Citizens’ Days have been an opportunity for the Foundation to promote living
together and federate energies within its teams. This approach is illustrated
positively by its participative dimension since much of the work has been
carried out in collaboration with partners including local councils and several
associations.
The Foundation’s commitment has led to the rehabilitation of several state
schools including Akournam, Belle-Vue, Okala, Nzeng-Ayong and finally
the ENS B. The latter has been chosen to serve as a pilot school as part of
the «Equal Opportunities School» project, which aims to promote academic
excellence in so-called difficult areas of the country.

1: Performance of the
ENEDA children during the
August 17 show
2. The President of the
Foundation surrounded by
her team

Thanks to these diverse actions, more than 20 000 students were able to start
the school year in a healthy environment conducive to personal growth. These
collective mobilization initiatives for the future driving forces of the Nation
always end with the planting of a tree, a terminalia mantaly. A symbol of
hope, this tree represents the youth, who, nourished with our attention and
kindness, will grow and develop fully to become big and strong tomorrow.

2

2
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1 157
Women screened during the Pink
October campaign

185
Women screened during the Gabon
Marathon weekend

In a study the Cancer Institute of Libreville, a reference centre for cancer
care in the sub-region, has identified cervical and breast cancer as the most
frequent in Gabon. These cancers now cause 400 deaths a year throughout
the country.
Thanks to the investments made by public authorities and the constant
commitment of the Sylvia Bongo Ondimba Foundation for the Family,
significant progress has been made in the fight against cancer, and especially
against women’s cancers. The ultimate goal for our Foundation is to
significantly reduce the incidence and mortality caused by these diseases
through prevention, treatment and support.
Project description

The Sylvia Bongo Ondimba Foundation provides multifaceted support to the
Ministry of Health by implementing actions to raise awareness and prevent
cervical cancer and breast cancer. For instance, it has worked to help establish
detection centres throughout the country by providing equipment and also by
training personnel in charge of these structures.
Building on the momentum sparked in 2014 through the launch of the
«Taking Action Against Cancer» program, the FSBO chose to work
through continuous and local outreach, essential to achieving earlier disease
management, and significantly increasing chances of survival for patients.
Strengthened by the multiplication of actors in the field of prevention since
the launch of its program, the Foundation has chosen to focus its 2018
campaign on public and private structures. This approach has made it possible
to integrate new actors. Several big companies responded positively by sending
their female staff to be screened.
Partners

The implementation of the project is based on close partnership and
synergies with the Ministry of Health and Family, the Akanda Army Training
Hospital and the Cancer Institute of Libreville. The Sylvia Bongo Ondimba
Foundation also maintains partnerships with civil society organizations
involved in the fight against cancer.
The Scientific Committee, an advisory committee made up of experts in the
field of health, plays an advisory role and provides strategic recommendations
on issues related to the Health Program in general and more specifically on
the «Taking Action Against Cancer» program.

Initiatives for Women
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In order to continue detection actions throughout the year and throughout the
country, an inventory of screening centres has been compiled.

“I learned through the media
that we could get screened for
free, so I took advantage of my
time off to come and get screened
at the ICL. My results are
negative, I am very happy.”

Pink October

IT Assistant

Gabon Marathon and Pink Village

In partnership with the Cancer Institute of Libreville and the Management
of the Akanda Army Training Hospital, three detection centres were created
during the 2018 Pink October campaign. The result of the new approach
has been a strong involvement of the female staff of large companies and the
screening of more than a thousand women during the 2018 Pink October
campaign.

During this great sporting event, which brings together tens of thousands of
participants each year, the Foundation has set up a «Pink Village» within the
Marathon village. This space dedicated to the fight against women’s cancers
made it possible to inform and educate those present thanks to the expert
advice of specialists invited for the occasion. Visitors were able to obtain
answers on various aspects of the disease such as nutrition, psychological
impact or information on how to integrate la Maison d’Alice.

“Early detection is a good
initiative, it allows us to be
taken care of rapidly in case of
concern. I was informed about
it by my cousin. In my turn I’m
going to educate those around
me. It’s a good thing to know
your health status.”

Numbers

•

1 157 women screened at HIAA and ICL during the Pink October
campaign;

•

185 women screened during the Gabon Marathon weekend;

•

47 suspected cases reported during the Pink October campaign;

•

12 suspected cases reported during the Gabon Marathon weekend;

•

More than 40 new companies responded favourably by encouraging their
female staff to get screened.

Student at the University

1
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35
home visits, for 29 patients

Mobile palliative care team: The Sylvia Bongo Ondimba Foundation for the
Family caring for the most fragile patients

The Mobile Palliative Care Team (EMSP), the fruit of the partnership
between the Sylvia Bongo Ondimba Foundation for the Family and the
Cancer Institute of Libreville, was created in September 2017. This new
palliative care activity, an innovation in Gabon, allows a focus on all the
aspects of cancer management, from the screening phase to the terminal
phase, and especially during the most delicate periods of the disease.
Palliative care aims to improve the quality of life of patients with serious or
even incurable illness, by providing care on various levels and supporting their
family and loved ones through psychological care.
Project description

During their hospitalization at the ICL, the most fragile patients are identified
by doctors or nurses within the service before their return home. A request for
action from the EMSP is then filled out to identify specific needs and levels
of urgency. This is then followed by a Home Visit (VAD) scheduled with the
family after the patient has left.
The EMSP has use of various means and devices provided by the FSBO:
a 4x4 vehicle with a driver one afternoon per week, a smartphone with a
dedicated number to regularly monitor patients and exchange information
more easily.
Partners

This project, presented by Dr Marie-Anne Puidupin, Geriatrician and
Palliative Care specialist, has received the approval of Professor Belembaogo,
Director of the Cancer Institute of Libreville (ICL). It is based on a previous
home nursing activity by some nurses of the Cancer Institute of Libreville.
The multidisciplinary palliative care team currently consists of 2 doctors, Dr
Suzanne Bidaye Mambenda, Medical oncologist at the ICL, and Dr MarieAnne Puidupin, Geriatrician and specialist in Palliative Care, 3 nurses from
the Cancer Institute and a social worker from the Foundation.
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Activities in 2018

The EMSP makes home visits to perform medical procedures (most often
complex dressings), assess pain and deal with any other patient issues. This
tailored support sheds light on the realities that patients and their loved ones
face in their usual environment and helps to better adapt the care provided.
Home visits allow the palliative care team to answer patients’ questions, give
advice, and prescribe treatments to improve their comfort. In this way the
prevent frail patients who are in pain from having to leave their home for
dressings and prescription renewals.
Between visits from the EMSP, many patients receive multi-weekly or even
daily medical monitoring from an EMSP nurse, who reports to the doctor
and, if necessary, gives requisite warning about their state of health. In
addition, the EMSP fulfils its mission to disseminate palliative knowledge by
raising awareness among the teams to the importance of this approach.
Beyond this medical activity, the psychological support of the patient and his
relatives is essential to help them navigate this difficult situation. Although
palliative care does not automatically imply end-of-life procedures, the team’s
presence provides the patient and family with a shoulder to rest on and a
listening ear during these times of pain and despair.
Numbers

•

34 consultation meetings at the ICL;

•

35 home visits;

•

23 new patients.

1:Speech by Dr Marie-Anne
Puidupin during World
Cancer Day
Initiatives for Women
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Ozavino scholarships

Initiated in 2013, the objective of the Ozavino scholarship is to offer talented
young Gabonese people optimal conditions to pursue their advanced
education in peace in renowned institutions, in Europe, with HEC, Sciences
Po, ESSEC, Centrale University College London, Ecole Polytechnique
Fédérale de Lausanne, or in the US, with institutions such as McGill
University or the University of Toronto.
The ultimate aim is to enable these scholarship students to cultivate academic
excellence, develop their leadership skills and openness to the world, all
of which are necessary to participate actively in the economic and human
development process of our country.
Project Description

To allow young Gabonese men and women with a high degree of potential to
shape their dreams without being limited by the cost of schooling or ancillary
costs is our ambition.
The Foundation has set up an educational and personalized monitoring of
students to check on their progress and prevent any academic or personal
difficulties. Consequently, this year, all the scholarship students validated their
year save for one who changed orientation on the recommendation of their
academic supervisors.

1: Family photo of the
Ozavino scholarship
students with the President
of the Foundation

In 2018, the Ozavino Fellowship programme is in its 6th edition. The Ozavino
family expanded with the arrival of two young students who respectively
joined Sciences Po Strasbourg in France and Northland College in the
United States; bringing to 19 the cumulative number of scholarship students
since the beginning of this programme. Together they make up a significant
pool of skills and expertise in a variety of fields of study: Engineering,
Political Science, Management, Medicine, Mathematics, Statistics, Finance,
Economics, Sustainable Development, etc.

1
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The Foundation found itself the lucky recipient of this fruitful synergy during
the months of July to September when it called upon all its scholarship
students to come in for a several week internship on its premises.
It was not only important to have a new and critical eye cast upon
existing projects, but also to hear their innovative ideas in the design and
implementation of a new project to benefit primary schools located in badly
integrated areas, in order to fight the fatality that so many children are
seemingly laden with and to promote equal opportunities through successful
schooling.

“I want to thank you for creating
the Ozavino Scholarship. I am
incredibly happy to have been
selected to join the handful
of Gabonese students who
have benefited from this merit
scholarship.
This will allow me to continue
my university studies serenely. In
the short term, I want to have
the best possible academic results
in order to have the opportunity
to join a major university abroad
for the third year of my studies.
Afterwards, I would like to
enter the National School of
Administration... I am aware
of the substantial investment
this scholarship represents. I
will do my best to complete my
studies brilliantly in order to
participate in the development of
my country.”
Benjamin

28
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The enthusiastic response of our scholarship students went beyond all our
expectations. Eleven of them left Morocco, France, Canada... to be present
on the premises of the Foundation and dedicate the time of their school
holidays to serving the community. Not only were they able to experience for
themselves our commitment to solidarity with the most vulnerable people, but
they contributed in many varied ways and with great professionalism to our
projects. All in all, this provided fruitful moments of exchange and connection
where bonds were woven and strengthened.
Focus on Benjamin, one of our new 2018 scholarship students

Benjamin passed his scientific Baccalauréat summa cum laude aged 17. He
has now joined Sciences Po Strasbourg.

“Northland College is a Liberal
Arts University created more
than 120 years ago with a
practical educational curriculum
based on the environment and
sustainable development. I
plan to do a double Major in
Natural Resources Management
and Sustainable Community
Development which includes
studying sustainable architecture
for villages, cities and even
countries...
I want to express all my most
sincere gratitude for being lucky
enough to cross paths with you.”

Focus on Ben Roussel, one of our new 2018 scholarship students

After obtaining his Baccalauréat in Gabon, Ben Roussel went on to study at
the African Leadership Academy in South Africa for 2 years before joining an
American university.

Ben Roussel

Numbers

•

11 students with summer internships at the FSBO;

•

2 new scholarship students;

•

Total cumulated scholarships: 19

Initiatives for Young People
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Equal opportunities school: the Ecole ENS B

Equal opportunities are one of the great challenges of our society. The
Gabonese education system is undermined by multiple difficulties: dilapidated
premises, insalubrity, insecurity, lack of equipment and teaching materials...
These problems, hinder their smooth operation and are increased in schools
located in so-called «red» areas, made up of badly integrated or remote
neighbourhoods, with negative repercussions on the teaching, the behaviour
and the academic achievements of the students.
So, in order to stem this negative tide, and in the name of equal opportunities,
the Sylvia Bongo Ondimba Foundation for the Family is committed
to providing primary school students in these neighbourhoods with an
environment conducive to their personal development.
This commitment is materialized by the significant reinforcement of the
quality of the education provided, the enrichment of school programs, the
provision of adequate furniture and pedagogical tools and more generally, the
improvement of their living and learning space.
Project description

Concerned about the well-being of each and every child, the Sylvia Bongo
Ondimba Foundation for the Family works to implement a series of initiatives
to bolster citizenship education and to devise innovative educational programs
such as an introduction to the environment and sustainable development,
or the practice of extracurricular activities to stimulate their creativity. The
combination of these two components will enable students to develop their full
potential and be better prepared for a changing labour market.
It is a pilot project to be extended to other Schools Associated with the
UNESCO network, schools which can in their turn benefit from a program
aimed at promoting pedagogical innovation and modernizing learning
processes.

“Since the Sylvia Bongo
Ondimba Foundation for the
Family has renovated the ENS
B school, families living in
the neighbourhood who had
enrolled their children elsewhere
have brought them back to the
ENS B. Enrolment for the
2019/2020 school year has
increased significantly”
Director of the ENS B State School
30
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Partners

UNESCO and the Ministry of National Education are joining this project by
working to bolster citizenship education
Activities in 2018

The ENS B school has benefited from rehabilitation and structural security
work, to improve the day to day environment of the children. A room has
been transformed and converted into a Documentation and Information
Centre (CDI) equipped with computers, books and educational games. In
addition, two pre-primary classes now have their own play and learn area.
Numbers

•

1 Documentation and Information Centre appropriately fitted and filled
to please the children;

•

2 Play and learn areas in the pre-primary classes.

“Children have started enjoying going to school again since its
renovation and they have found a renewed desire to learn in this new
space adapted to their needs”
Nancy Meye,
Nancy Meye, President of the ENS B PTA
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Ecole St François de Sales

The aim of the SBO Foundation is to promote access to quality education
for young people throughout Gabon, especially in areas that have insufficient
educational facilities.

“I am very distressed because,
due to a lack of means, we are
running extremely late and we
are crippled with debt. But if
the Foundation donation comes,
everything will be much more
beautiful, much more complete.
It will be a real school. And
I would also like to say that
we have opened it thanks to
the generosity of our dear First
Lady, thanks to the Foundation.
God bless you.”
Father Fragelli
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This is the reason why the Foundation responded favourably to the solicitation
of the Mission Sainte Thérèse de l’Enfant Jesus, located in Val Marie, in
the town of Mouila. The Mission has launched a project to build a school
complex called «Ecole Saint Francois de Sales» along with its annexes.
The Mission stands out for its dynamism, its desire to reach autonomous
by operating a bakery, a wood workshop, a dispensary, etc. and to positively
influence young people by setting up extracurricular activities (choir, fanfare,
dance, football team) thus helping to develop cardinal values in them.
Project Description

Given the multifaceted involvement of the Mission with the local population
and the credit due to missionaries in the field of education in Gabon, the
Foundation has made a commitment to support it in order to endow the
city of Mouila with a dynamic school complex that values hard work and
upstanding moral values.
The aim is to make the best of the abilities and chances of academic success
of young people who receive quality education, develop their moral sense
and their skills through the wide array of activities and numerous workshops
already set up by the Mission.

The considerable contribution of the Foundation consists not only in
financing construction of the spaces intended for the us of the students and
administrative team, but also in providing furniture and teaching equipment,
and in covering the operating costs for one whole academic year. In addition,
given the school’s remote geographical location and in order to allow young
students to get there with complete peace of mind, the FSBO has provided
the school with two school buses.

Numbers

•

16 classrooms built or under construction;

•

1 administrative building;

•

2 sanitary blocks;

•

1 music room;

•

1 dining hall;

•

2 school buses;

•

215 students at the start of the 2018-2019 school year.

Initiatives for Young People
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1 864
Calls handled for remote technical
advice

447
Repairs done in the workshop

In Gabon, the last census carried out in 2013 numbered 37 789 people with
disabilities, a national prevalence of 2.2%, with two and a half times more
occurrences in the rural population (4.7%) than in urban areas (1.9%). The
most common form of disability today is motor disability of the lower and/or
upper limbs.
Although they represent the largest minority group, people with disabilities are
still too often marginalized, victims of various forms of discrimination and the
issues surrounding the care for these citizens remain pressing.
Description du projet

Since its creation, the Sylvia Bongo Ondimba Foundation for the Family has
been committed to ensuring better integration for people with disabilities.
From 2010 onwards this commitment has been reflected in the provision of
manual and electrical mobility devices to people with mobility impairments
who reside in the capital city as well as in the eight other provinces of the
country. Electrical equipment, provided primarily to pupils, students and
workers, has allowed them to improve their motility conditions and thus
promote their integration, further education and access to employment.
In order to sustain this project over the long term, a repair workshop was
set up in Libreville to enable the beneficiaries to ensure the curative and
preventive maintenance of their equipment. In a completely renovated
workshop, 447 machines were overhauled and repaired in 2018 by the
technicians of our Foundation.

“I am very pleased with the
initiative for improving welcome
areas in the workshop. Now we
are protected from the weather,
rain and sun. When we come
to the workshop with 10 or 15
beneficiaries, waiting for repairs,
we are no longer all crammed in
the technicians’ workshop.”

In addition to repairs, the technicians are also in charge of informing,
advising and bringing their expertise to the beneficiaries of this program.
Out of concern about the economic situation of these vulnerable people,
the Foundation has chosen to finance most of the price of the required spare
parts.
In addition, to enable beneficiaries in remote areas of the country to benefit
from its services, a Foundation team has been present in various cities
throughout Gabon for local maintenance and repair missions.

Linda,
35-year-old mother
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“I have had the scooter for 8
years and I am comfortable, I go
about my business without the
help of anyone. The First Lady
always has us in mind, making
sure a team always comes to
repair these machines.”

This local service was bolstered by a partnership with the Ministry for Social
Protection and National Solidarity, with the opening of permanent workshops
in the cities of Port-Gentil, Oyem and Koulamoutou. Now beneficiaries can
have their mobility devices repaired in these new workshops thanks to the
donation of specialized tool kits and the training of technicians by the FSBO.
In the same vein, the Foundation has upheld its commitment to raise public
awareness, so that advocacy for social integration of people living with
disabilities becomes a reality.

Célestin L., President of the Disabled
Persons Association of Lastourville

Numbers
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•

447 repairs carried out within the workshop;

•

25 repairs carried out in 3 provinces during missions;

•

1864 telephone calls handled by workshop technicians for remote
technical advice;

•

3 specialized tool kits made available for the opening of workshops in the
provinces;

•

4 missions to cover the 8 provinces;

•

1038 devices distributed throughout the country since 2010.

ENEDA Project

23
Hearing aids fitted

15
Students who took part in the August
17, 2018 celebrations

During the celebration of National Independence Day in Gabon, 15 students
from the National School for Hearing Impaired Children (ENEDA) took
part in the festivities by putting on a dance performance under the guidance
of Gabonese artist Michael Anicet. This show, successful and rich in lessons,
greatly impressed the audience one and all.
For one evening, the chasm was bridged. Children with hearing loss became
fully integrated into the professional dance troupe and demonstrated the full
range of their artistic talents.
Project Description

After the rehabilitation of the educational and cultural space of the National
School for Hearing Impaired Children (ENEDA), the President of the
Foundation wanted to offer better prospects for the future of young people
suffering from this disability. In order to achieve this, a project to fit hearing
devices was launched to offer the participants of the show the opportunity to
regain hearing abilities.
This project aims to actively advocate for a better socio-professional
integration of these children and to have a positive and tangible impact on
their lives so that they can develop their full potential.
Partners

Ministry of Social Protection and National Solidarity, Ministry of National
Education, Military Training Hospital Omar BONGO ONDIMBA, National
Fund for Health and Social Welfare (CNAMGS), Afrique Auditions (Hearing
device Company).
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Activities in 2018

The aim of the project is to foster a medical approach for the treatment of
hearing deficiencies by focusing on individualized treatment for each student.
After identifying the recipients amongst the students and in agreement
with their parents, consultations were organized with various medical and
paramedical partners in order to fit them with the devices then conduct
auditory rehabilitation operations to promote their social and educational
reintegration.
Numbers

•

15 ENEDA students took part in the August 17, 2018 celebrations;

•

14 of them are eligible for hearing aids;

•

23 hearing aids were fitted.

“It’s really impressive to see someone who cannot hear dance to the
rhythm of music. Every day the children impressed me. As the days
went by, I added more and more to the work I did with them.”
Michaël Anicet,
dancer choreographer
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11 490
Midday meals served to residents of
the Arc-En-Ciel et Espoir reception
centres for street children

Recognizing the unique nature of the situation of the child minor, for whom
the traditional operation of the criminal justice system as applied to adults
most often appears unsuitable, Gabon has amended its judiciary system
and proceeded with appropriate reforms to come to the aid of minors and
encourage the administration to harmonize national legal provisions with the
United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child.
These include: pushing for the creation of juvenile courts, strengthening
regulation designed to keep the child in contact with their family,
implementing programs for social reintegration as well as physical and
psychological recovery.
Street children, children who are victims of trafficking or violence of all kinds,
minors in conflict with the law, children exposed to narcotics and drugs of all
kinds, all of these occurrences show that children are at risk.
Protecting this category of the population is a daily struggle for several
community organizations including Arc-En-Ciel, which has been operating for
twenty years and has set itself the primary mission of protecting children.
In line with its values of solidarity and as part of its child protection initiatives,
the Sylvia Bongo Ondimba Foundation for the Family has pledged to support
the Arc-En-Ciel Association through concrete actions designed to mitigate any
negative impact on these young people who are generally from disadvantaged
backgrounds.

Initiatives for Solidarity
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Project Description

“I’m at the prison school,
because it allows me not to forget
some things I had learned before,
such as algebraic sums. When I
grow up, I would like to become
a surgeon”.
E.M, 17 years old,
in 7th grade lessons

“It’s a good idea to have a school
here, it helps us to remember and
sustain what we learned outside.
I want to thank the Foundation
for everything that it does for this
school. My wish is to become a
professional footballer”.
J.K, 18 years old,
in 7th grade lessons

Since 2011, the Arc-En-Ciel Association has been working to ensure that
minors in conflict with the law retain their right to an education, and to
meet the priority needs of nearly 200 children benefitting from consistent
monitoring.
This commitment was reflected this year in the renewal of the partnership
agreement and the granting to the Arc-En-Ciel Association of a substantial
sum for the implementation of all programmed activities, including:
•

basic educational support (literacy classes, French, mathematics, history,
geography, civics and computer science);

•

help with legal and administrative procedures;

•

psychological support;

•

supporting and monitoring family, school and work reintegration;

•

providing food kits, hygiene kits and first aid health products;

•

offering practical workshops (highway code and art classes);

•

Providing food and hygiene products to children and families followed by
the association.

Activities in 2018

During the year, an average of approximately 160 minors enrolled in the
school of the Central Prison of Libreville benefitted from the tools necessary
for their moral and intellectual development. Through the implementation
of targeted educational activities, individual interviews, support groups,
educational talks, court assistance, family mediation and home visits, a
multidisciplinary team of professionals seeks to find durable solutions for the
reintegration of minors.
The International Day of the African Child, celebrated on June 16th in the
Prison, was an opportunity for all the juvenile detainees (185 boys and 6
girls) to take part in activities such as poetic recitals, songs, dances, stand up,
football, and to receive shoes, a t-shirt and an improved meal.
In addition, the practical, oral and written tests of the Certificate of Primary
and Elementary Studies (CEPE) took place in the prison in good conditions,
and 1 out of 3 registered candidates was admitted.
In addition, during the holiday period, the various workshops allowed
learners to acquire the rules of the road as users of the highway, as well as
sculpture and graphic art. These classes have enabled young people to acquire
knowledge and skill in the use of tools, techniques, and working methods that
enrich their capacity for expression and artistic sensitivity.
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On the eve of the Christmas holidays, 203 kits consisting of food, toiletries,
shoes and underwear were distributed to all incarcerated juveniles.
Throughout the year the monthly food allowance granted to the Arc-En-Ciel
Association provides nearly 10 596 meals to residents of reception centres, as
well as to day students, along with 49 food packages for families in need.
Numbers

•

156 minors present at the start of the school year within the central
prison;

•

122 hours set aside for sculpture, graphic design, painting and highway
code workshops;

•

978 hours of classes taught;

•

438 hours devoted to psychosocial support for minors;

•

11 490 midday meals served to residents of Arc-En-Ciel et Espoir
reception centres and street children;

•

345 food and hygiene kits distributed to minors.

1: Residents of the ArcEn-Ciel reception centre at
lunchtime
Initiatives for Solidarity
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16 071
Meals served

5 047
Purple and pink ribbons knitted by
MDA residents

La Maison d’Alice is dedicated to cancer patients who do not have alternative
accommodation options in Libreville and who, due to their social condition,
cannot find accommodation or travel to the Cancer Institute of Libreville.
With a capacity of 20 patients, who can be assisted by a member of their
family, la Maison d’Alice provides patients with personalized and
multidisciplinary support throughout the course of treatment. It offers
residents comfort and serenity, both on a psycho-social level and on a
physiological one. In this living space, patients benefit from a set of services
designed to relieve pain, to live better whilst managing the disease and to
significantly increase their chances of recovery.
In 2018, 30 new patients entered la Maison d’Alice, along with others whose
cancer is as yet undeclared but suspected, to allow them to undergo more
in depth tests. The arrival of these women, diagnosed during the screening
campaigns, reinforces the need to carry out outreach programs that are both
continuous and local to shed greater light on this disease.
Highlights

Pink October Rose at la Maison d’Alice
For the celebration of Pink October, the team at la Maison d’Alice organized
four workshops (make-up and beauty treatments, decoration, art therapy and
counselling) which allowed patients to interact with a new audience made up
of associations fighting cancer and volunteers. The residents listened to the
poignant testimonies of others who lived and conquered the disease. In this
heartfelt time of exchange and sharing, these activities allowed our residents
to put the disease in perspective for a moment.

Capacity for building a civil society
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Capacity building in Morocco

“The Foundation has given me a
lot of help with the management
of my son’s care. I live in PortGentil, but la Maison d’Alice
allows me to be close to the
hospital.”
Miss Mirna, mother of Frederick,
4 years old, suffering from kidney
cancer

Working visits were organized in the Casablanca Residential Care
Facilities, the Mohammed VI University Hospital Center for Oncology and
Hematology and the Early Breast and Cervical Cancer Reference Centre in El
Fida.
Through this exchange of experiences, we wished to take inspiration from an
existing model to improve the quality of our support and the care provided to
our residents. These different visits allowed our team to:
•

Experience for themselves the way homes and Residential Care Facilities
for children and adults work;

•

Understand the relationship between the Residential Care Facility, the
Central Hospital and the Regional Oncology Centre;

•

Discover and understand the methods of social and health management
of patients in palliative care and patients living in Residential Care
Facilities;

•

Engage in discussions about management and supervision tools;

•

Understand how partnerships and volunteer work operate together at the
Casablanca Residential Care Facility;

•

Understand the IT management system of administrative and financial
data.

Vocational Literacy training
In order to better prepare the reintegration of la Maison d’Alice residents
after their stay, the Foundation decided to set up a literacy workshop accessible
to patients who do not have the skills required for their autonomy.
For instance, certain staff members have received professional training to
obtain the necessary qualification to teach reading and writing to those who
wish to do so. This training was structured around two main focus points:
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•

The theoretical knowledge required to understand the role of the
occasional literacy worker in designing educational tools;

•

Situational application to make the tools created effective, facilitate
learning and manage the target group.

Conference on “Childhood Cancers”

In our Residential Care Facility we welcome various cancer patient profiles,
some of whom are children, the youngest of them to date being only two
years old when he came to us. Since these youngsters require specific support,
the FSBO has organized, in collaboration with the oncologists of the ICL, a
conference on «Childhood cancers» to inform and educate staff and patients
about risk factors, the usefulness of prevention and early diagnosis.
Numbers

•

16 071 Meals served

•

5 047 purple and pink ribbons knitted by MDA residents as part of
an empowerment project for International Widows Day and the Pink
October campaign;

•

59 residents, including 13 companions and 46 patients (the average age is
7 for children and 56 for adults);

•

54% average occupancy rate;

•

6 Supportive care offers (beauty treatments, art-therapy, physiotherapy,
sport, spiritual support, knitting).

Capacity for building a civil society
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Our Partners

OUR INSTITUTIONAL PARTNERS

PRESIDENCY OF THE REPUBLIC OF GABON

MINISTRY OF NATIONAL DEFENSE AND
TERRITORIAL SECURITY

OFFICE OF THE PRIME MINISTER OF THE
REPUBLIC OF GABON

MINISTRY OF SPORTS, LEISURE, CULTURE
AND CRAFTS

Croix-Rouge Gabonaise
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MINISTRY OF JUSTICE, HUMAN RIGHTS, KEEPER
OF THE SEALS

MAIRIE OF THE LIBREVILLE DISTRICT

Our Partners

OUR TECHNICAL AND FINANCIAL PARTNERS

AC INGS
DÉVELOPPEMENT DU SPORT

HICHAM EL GUERROUJ

NOUREDDIN BONGO ONDIMBA

Our Partners
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Our Partners

OUR TECHNICAL AND FINANCIAL PARTNERS

ARCHIDIOCÈSE DE LIBREVILLE
PAROISSE NOTRE DAME DE LOURDES

ARC-EN-CIEL

ASSOCIATION ACTION SOCIALE DORCAS
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